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Although China’s official position on the war has been that of neutrality—not
aligning with the West against Russia and not directly supporting Russia’s war
in Ukraine—its communications about the war, in particular its propaganda via
state media and Foreign Ministry spokespeople have carried a more pro-Russia
stance. During the past two months of the Russia-Ukraine war, Chinese official
messaging has echoed and reinforced Russia’s position: 1.) by promoting shared
narratives about the origins and culprits of the war, namely blaming NATO and
the United States; 2.) by drawing disproportionally on Russian sources and footage
of the war; and 3.) by under-reporting on Ukraine’s perspectives. This pro-Russia
leaning during the Ukraine crisis can be understood as part of a larger propaganda
trajectory vis-à-vis Russia and the United States. Domestically, China’s propaganda
messaging in large part appears to resonate with public opinion. Internationally,
however, Chinese propaganda about the war, especially communications by Foreign
Ministry spokespeople, delude China’s neutrality position and antagonize the
West, while more integrating China into the Global South.
Russia’s war in Ukraine, launched shortly after the Beijing Olympics, presented a significant
diplomatic challenge to the Chinese government. On the one hand, the invasion of Ukraine
counters China’s vocal support for the principles of sovereignty and territorial integrity in the
international system. On the other hand, openly opposing Russia might harm the increasingly
important bilateral relationship.1 In the past two months, China’s official foreign-policy response
to the war has attempted to stray a middle ground. China’s high-ranking officials, including Xi
Jinping himself, as well as State Councilor and Foreign Minister Wang Yi, have called for peace
talks and an end to the war.2 At the United Nations, China has abstained from two UN
resolutions condemning Russia, and has vetoed expulsion of Russia from the UN Human Rights
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Council.3 Thus far, China has not extended military or economic assistance to Russia and has
largely abided by Western sanctions.
Official Chinese propaganda about the war, including state-media reporting and Foreign Ministry
communications via its spokespeople on social media, however, has been biased toward Russia.
The following analysis discusses these pro-Russia leanings, followed by how China’s coverage
of the war feeds into larger propaganda patterns and the implications of such pro-Russia
messaging for the party’s domestic and external legitimacy.
How Chinese Propaganda Aligned with Russia on the Ukraine War
The only publicly accessible propaganda directive about coverage of the Russia-Ukraine war,
leaked on March 3, stresses the role of the media to mitigate public sentiment about the conflict.
Specifically, it outlaws commercial websites and local and self-media from republishing foreign
news articles and conducting livestreams, leaving most of the coverage in the hands of official
party outlets. The directive also outlaws any challenge to China’s official foreign policy on the
conflict, including antagonistic content about China-Russia relations and “harmful viewpoints
that support or adulate the United States.”4
An analysis of official media coverage reveals a consistent trend of sidelining the conflict, along
with disproportionately channeling pro-Russia narratives and viewpoints. From the outset of the
crisis to this day, the Russia-Ukraine story has been played down in Chinese media coverage.
Unlike Western news outlets that have carried the story of the war on its front pages, Chinese
state media, such as Renmin ribao, have prioritized major domestic news stories, such as China’s
National People’s Congress (NPC) deliberations and now updates to implementation of the zeroCovid policy, amongst other stories. In comparison to Joe Biden’s widely televised emotional
remarks on Ukraine at the opening of his State of the Union speech, at the two sessions of the
NPC Wang Yi only mentioned Ukraine at one press conference.5
When covering the war, China’s propaganda via state media as well as via official spokespeople
has amplified Russia’s position in several ways: indirectly, by shifting the blame in the conflict
to NATO and the U.S.; and directly by channeling Russia’s position on the war and thereby
obfuscating its aggression as well as silencing and minimizing any perspectives from Ukraine.
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1. Shifting the blame
An apparent trend in China’s propaganda about the war at the very outset of the conflict, but still
notable during the later stages, has been the emphasis on NATO, the West, and specifically on
the United States as the culprits or instigators behind the crisis. In my analysis of Xinhua News
Agency’s coverage of the war during the past two months, nearly half of the articles center on
critiques of the West. Analysis of the most widely shared state-media posts about the war finds
that about one-third of the posts focus on blaming the West.6 External propaganda via state
media and Chinese Foreign Ministry spokespeople on Twitter has also disproportionately
focused on the West and especially on the United States. Research, carried out by the German
Marshall Fund, on China’s disinformation and propaganda, for instance, finds that the United
States is the most mentioned country by Chinese officials in the context of the war. This research
uncovers about 366 posts on NATO expansion among China’s official accounts during the first
four months of 2022, in comparison to only thirty-six posts on the same topic in 2021.7
The key narrative across these communications platforms is that the West is responsible for
militarizing the region by overexpanding NATO in Eastern Europe and, as such, instigating
Russia’s military operations in Ukraine. At the outset of the invasion, for instance, Hua
Chunying, assistant minister of Foreign Affairs, noted at a press briefing that some countries
(alluding to the Western countries) should consider whether they “forced a major country into a
dead end,” referring to U.S. violations of agreements with Russia and NATO’s expansion along
Russia’s border.8 China’s state media, including Xinhua News Agency, blamed the United States
for “stoking the fire” (拱火) by delivering constant warnings about Putin’s military plans and by
galvanizing massive weapons delivery to Ukraine. On March 21, for instance, Xinhua News
Agency claimed that the U.S. had “triple-gained” (一石三鸟) during the war by “first,
propagating Russia’s threat to speed up the circling of Russia; second, taking the opportunity to
extinguish the “flare” of the European pursuit of strategic autonomy and independent security
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affairs; and third, by making the American military and defense industry interest groups
profiteers from the conflict.”9
Other than targeting the West as the culprit, some official communications have also amplified
the double-standards rhetoric, or the argument that the United States lacks legitimacy in
criticizing Russia as well as China for not aligning with the West. In the past two months, there
has been a flood of messaging by China’s official spokespeople aimed at discrediting the moral
standing of the United States. At a March 4 press briefing, for instance, Foreign Ministry
spokesperson Wang Wenbin responded to U.S. accusations about China’s prior knowledge of
Putin’s plans by calling them slander and by questioning whether the U.S. has made any real
contributions toward world peace, accusing it of profiting from conflict.10 Other spokespeople
have called out specific accusations about alleged war crimes. “Apart from Agent Orange, U.S.
military planes brought ordnances and also landmines that are still posing threats to the daily
lives of the Cambodian people,” tweeted Zhao Lijian, while sharing a video produced by
Xinhua.11 Overall, anti-Western, and especially anti-U.S., framing has been prominent in China’s
official communications about the war, positioning the U.S. as the aggressor and as a morally
bankrupt actor.
2. Channeling Russia’s positions
Other than indirectly supporting Russia by shifting responsibility to the West and to the United
States—the narrative also widely communicated by Russian authorities in defense of its “military
operations”—China’s official propaganda has consistently prioritized Russia’s position in the
war. Taking the Xinhua News Agency (Chinese edition) as an illustration, its coverage of the
war has predominantly favored Russian perspectives. In explaining Russia’s rationale for the war
to domestic audiences, Xinhua News Agency has directly and uncritically publicized Putin’s
rhetoric of “denazification” and “demilitarization,”12 though it is important to note that the initial
reference to the war as a “military operation” was later changed to the “Russia-Ukraine war.”13
In reporting on the ongoing battles, Xinhua has played down both Ukraine’s military gains and
Ukraine’s suffering. A widely publicized story in the West about Ukraine’s sinking of the
Russian navy ship, for instance, was reported by Xinhua as the warship caught on fire due to
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undetermined causes. The article quotes Russia’s popular news media, Sputnik.14 Russia’s gains,
in contrast, have been amplified. In an update on the progress of Russia’s “military operations,” a
Xinhua report highlights the number of Ukrainian military facilities successfully targeted and
destroyed by Russian forces in Ukraine.15 In reporting on Russia’s military progress, moreover,
the story of Russia’s military aggression against civilian targets is largely absent. A report about
a residential building being hit by a rocket, for instance, does not place responsibility on Russia,
and the story about the Bucha massacre only receives indirect mention, calling for further
investigation.16
In Xinhua news coverage as well as in other Chinese official media reports, Russia’s position has
been communicated through reliance on Russian official voices and footage. A large-scale
analysis of the most shared posts from China’s official media outlets finds that nearly half of
such posts can be classified as pro-Russian, meaning that they include some information that is
either taken directly from Russian state media or is attributed to a Russian official.17 In my
analysis of reporting by Xinhua, voices of Russian military officials and spokespeople are
disproportionately used. In analyzing Xinwen lianbo, CCTV’s nightly news program, I also
found that coverage of the war either relies on Russian media footage or on reporting by CCTV
correspondents in Russia (Moscow). In the unusual case of Phoenix TV, the Chinese
correspondent even embedded himself with Russian forces in Ukraine.18
In some cases, Chinese state media and Foreign Ministry spokespeople directly amplify Russia’s
disinformation about the war. In March, state media and official spokespeople spread Russia’s
official provocations about U.S.-funded biolabs in Ukraine. China’s Central Television Station,
CCTV, for instance, reported on Moscow’s biolab theory as part of its news package, citing
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Russian Defense Ministry spokesman Igor Konashenkov.19 China’s Foreign Ministry
spokesperson, Zhao Lijian, also shared inflammatory posts about the threats from U.S. biolabs
in Ukraine. During his March 8 press briefing, for instance, he echoed Russia’s claims about the
biolabs and called on the U.S. to “disclose specific information as soon as possible, including
information about which viruses are stored there and what research has been conducted.”20 His
remarks and Twitter posts on this issue have been disseminated by Chinese state-media outlets.
Russia’s disinformation was also amplified in the context of international allegations about
Russia’s war crimes in Ukraine. Several official Chinese media outlets, for instance, directly
echo Russia’s line on the Bucha massacre as manufactured or faked by Ukrainians.21 The only
story referring to the incident by Xinhua News Agency (Chinese version) quotes multiple
Russian officials, including the Russian defense minister, the press secretary, the Russian
ambassador to the UN, and the Russian foreign minister, that cast doubt on Ukraine-reported
atrocities in Bucha.22 The CGTN report about the Bucha massacre starts out with concerns
expressed by Western leaders, and then most of the report is devoted to Russia’s pushback
against them, uncritically quoting a number of Russian officials.23 The two more balanced
articles from CGTN and Xinhua News (English edition) similarly call for a “full investigation”
into what they refer to respectively as the “Bucha killings” and the “Bucha incident,” but not
directly acknowledging the massacre or Russia’s responsibility for it.24
3. Minimizing Ukraine’s perspective and alternative voices about the war
While amplifying Russian perspectives, Chinese official communications about the war have
deliberately minimized Ukraine’s position in this conflict. In the entire corpus of Xinhua’s
(Chinese edition) coverage of the war, only about a dozen stories emphasize Ukraine’s
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perspective by citing voices from Ukraine. A few of these stories highlight Ukraine’s selective
victories vis-à-vis Russia, but others frame Ukraine as isolated and helpless. When Ukraine’s
application to join NATO did not elicit a positive response, for instance, Xinhua quoted
President Zelensky as lamenting about being abandoned by the West.25 In my analysis of
CCTV’s Xinwen lianbo coverage, I find that the featured Ukrainian perspectives are largely
those of high-ranking officials like Zelensky, and they are mostly in the context of peace
negotiations with Russia, channeling a hopeful message about the Ukrainians’ readiness to come
to an agreement.
There are slight distinctions worth noting between domestically and externally oriented Chinese
state-media coverage when it comes to channeling perspectives from Ukraine. In contrast to
CCTV, CGTN has carried more reporting about Ukraine’s casualties and suffering in the war.
For example, on April 14, a CGTN reporter who visited the city of Chernihiv that had been
besieged by Russian forces, recorded footage of war-ravaged buildings in this battleground
city.26 On the same day, another CGTN reporter met returning residents to a town surrounding
Kyiv and interviewed them about their experiences during the war.27 The differences in the
CGTN coverage versus the CCTV coverage may be attributed to its distinct positioning as
China’s main international news outlet catering to global audiences and working to compete with
outlets such as CNN and Al Jazeera. Scholars of CCTV International, the predecessor of CGTN,
have argued that CGTN has long enjoyed a special position in the Chinese media system,
allowing it more space for daring on-the-ground reporting.28 English-language coverage of the
war by Xinhua News Agency also features some differences from the Chinese-language
coverage, with the former incorporating more stories about Ukraine’s military victories, such as
the retaking of the Chernobyl plant29 as well as about civilian casualties due to Russian
airstrikes.30 Again, this is likely attributed to the external positioning of this content and the fact
that Xinhua appears as a more legitimate news outlet internationally. At the same time, when it
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comes to more contentious stories about the war, such as the Bucha massacre, the more neutral
positions of CGTN and Xinhua (English edition) still tilt toward Russia, as discussed above.
Explaining Pro-Russia Propaganda
China’s pro-Russia propaganda during the Russia-Ukraine war has been interpreted by some
Western media and analysts as an indication of China’s pro-Russia policy. As noted in the
introduction, however, China’s foreign policy during this crisis has been relatively cautious,
including abiding by the Western sanctions, halting some economic projects in Russia, and
largely abstaining from either direct condemnation of or support for Russia’s war. The proRussia leanings in official propaganda should be understood as part of larger trends in China’s
political communications and as a product of behavior that is opportunistic and self-preserving
(and in some cases self-promoting) by official media outlets and spokespeople.
Current patterns in pro-Russia coverage build on long-term trends in official communications on
foreign-policy matters, especially on Russia and the United States. Coverage of major
international events has always been strictly regulated, with commercial media and online outlets
given little space to publish alternative perspectives. Coverage concerning major countries such
as Russia and the United States has been treated with special sensitivity by propaganda officials
and media gatekeepers. In my research on political constraints on external propaganda, drawing
on interviews with journalists at official media outlets, including Xinhua News Agency, I find
that there is a general understanding among media professionals that Russia should be covered in
a positive light.31 From my observations during the past decade, negative coverage of Russian
politics, including protest movements against Putin’s regime, has largely been avoided by
Chinese news outlets.
The positive portrayal of both Russia and Putin’s regime carries a symbolic significance in
communicating China’s friendship to Russia, but it also serves a defensive function of avoiding
exposure of the Chinese people to political movements and dissent against authoritarian
governments. In the context of the Ukraine war, the echoing by Chinese official media of
Russian perspectives allows China to communicate sympathy toward Russia without bearing the
practical costs of being pro-Russia in foreign policy. Softening the image of Russia as an
aggressor also preempts domestic critiques of China’s lack of direct involvement in this crisis as
well as the larger questioning of Putin’s political legitimacy and also that of authoritarian
political systems in general.
The anti-U.S. and anti-Western component of China’s official communications about the war, in
turn, is consistent with the increasingly pervasive critiques of the United States (and the West) in
China’s domestic and external communications. Prior to the Trump era and in the early phases of
his presidency, Chinese media professionals shared that, similar to their reporting on Russia,
coverage of the United States was largely limited to a more constructive tone, or an emphasis on
hopefulness and potential solutions to any frictions. As the China-U.S. relationship continued to
31
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deteriorate, however, the portrayal of the United States shifted toward more scrutiny. In the past
years, Chinese domestic and global official media have frequently reported on the fractures in
U.S. democracy, as evident in the detailed coverage of events such as the January 6
insurrection32 and the Black Lives Matter protest movements.33 Most recently, news about the
racially motivated Buffalo mass shooting has been widely circulating on Chinese social-media
platforms. Critiques of U.S. foreign policy have also become more apparent and explicit,
especially those expressed by more combative Foreign Ministry spokespeople such as Zhao
Lijian or former Global Times editor Hu Xujin. The framing of the U.S.-led Western military
coalition, NATO, as responsible for sparking the current war in Ukraine and the depiction of the
United States as an untrustworthy international mediator feed into the larger patterns in Chinese
media of targeting the moral standing of the U.S. as an exemplary democracy and as a global
leader.
The extensive reliance on official Russian voices and footage by Chinese media in the context of
this war, moreover, can be interpreted as an act of self-preservation and political opportunism. In
the face of long-standing propaganda policies, along with specific directives allegedly
prohibiting scrutiny of Russia-China relations or portrayals of the West in a positive light,
Chinese official communicators have limited options. Using either Western or Ukrainian footage
and perspectives risks antagonizing Russia and presenting the West as a unified force for
morality and peace. Selectively relying on Russian perspectives and footage has allowed for
covering of the conflict, while bypassing a dichotomous portrayal of Russia as the aggressor and
the West as the savior.
Some official communicators, such as the Foreign Ministry spokespeople, have also likely taken
advantage of this crisis to position themselves as relentless critics of the United States—
something that plays well with domestic audiences. Zhao Lijian’s and Hua Chunying’s
comments on Twitter, for instance, were widely circulated on Chinese social media. Following
Zhao Lijian’s speculative post on Twitter about U.S.-funded biolabs in Ukraine,34 for instance,
the nationalist tabloid Global Times circulated a screenshot on Weibo35 that received 4,800 likes
and many nationalistic comments. The external social-media posts by Chinese diplomats are
routinely transmitted by state media to an internal social-media platform, which feeds into the
nationalistic online sentiments. I engage with this convergence and with the domestic
implications of China’s pro-Russia communications in more detail in the following section.
Domestic Implications of Pro-Russia Propaganda: Reinforcing Nationalism
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Domestically, the pro-Russia leanings in official coverage of the Russia-Ukraine war appear to
have resonated and merged with trends in public opinion. My analysis of widely circulated
public commentaries about the war on Weibo reveals a strongly nationalistic bent and a
pervasive depiction of the war as a conflict between Russia and the West (and especially the
United States) rather than a conflict between Russia and Ukraine.36 As in the official coverage,
the West and the United States are often portrayed as the instigators. A popular commentary on
Weibo, for instance, which generated about 4,600 shares, calls for the United States to abandon
its hegemonic power and justifies wars as necessary for peace.37 Another Weibo user posted a
self-made video reviewing the bombing records of the U.S. army, which received more than
3,600 shares and over 9,000 likes.38
Although other than social-media trends, we have limited access to Chinese public opinion
trends about the Ukraine war, one survey conducted between March 28 and April 5 by the Carter
Center China Focus finds that the majority of respondents (75 percent) agree that China’s
support for Russia in Ukraine is in China’s national interest.39 Interestingly, more consumption
of state media, social media, as well as higher levels of education correlate with higher support
for Russia in this survey. Other than revealing an apparent pro-Russia leaning in public opinion,
this survey also finds a high percentage of respondents (70 percent) believing in conspiracy
theories about U.S. biolabs in Ukraine—a finding that similarly correlates with the higher
education and exposure to official and social-media channels. Though this survey represents only
a fraction of the Chinese population (4,886 respondents), it reveals a convergence across official
propaganda, social-media commentaries, and public opinion—all reinforcing one another in the
context of Russia’s war in Ukraine.
In thinking about how Chinese propaganda on Ukraine plays into the domestic legitimacy of the
Chinese Communist Party, therefore, there are several potential implications. First, the leaning of
the pro-Russia official media has thus far played into domestic nationalistic sentiments, as
evident in the similarities between official and non-official anti-Western messaging on Weibo as
well as in apparent public trust in anti-U.S. conspiracy theories. Second, the Russia-leaning
coverage may work in favor of the party by inhibiting more public challenging of China’s
position on Ukraine. If more Ukrainian footage is shown and allowed to circulate on social
media, public opinion may shift in favor of Ukraine and toward a questioning of China’s
ambivalent position in this crisis. At the same time, pro-Russia propaganda in this conflict may
also serve to limit official flexibility in its foreign-policy maneuvering. Shifting toward aligning
with the West or against Russia could be interpreted as weak or unpatriotic by the Chinese
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public, leaving China in a perpetual state of diplomatic ambiguity and awkward neutrality
regardless of how far Russia goes in its efforts to reclaim Ukraine.
External Implications: China’s Uneven Global Favorability
Externally, China’s Russia-leaning propaganda has served to further alienate the Western
countries. In parts of the Global South, however, China’s narratives have converged with local
messaging, especially when it comes to questioning the West as the symbol of morality in the
international system.
In a Western context, China’s pro-Russia messaging has impeded its attempts to stake out a
neutral position in this crisis and has aggravated existing concerns about the growing ChinaRussia nexus as a threat to liberal democracies. The common associations of China’s propaganda
with official foreign policy mean that its pro-Russia messaging is often interpreted as official
policy. “China’s promotion of Russian disinformation indicates where its loyalties are,” reads the
title of CNN’s long-form analysis of China’s coverage of the war in Ukraine.40 A joint statement,
issued following the recent EU-U.S. dialogue on China, criticizes China for spreading Russian
disinformation about its war in Ukraine.41 It does not help that China’s pro-Russia propaganda
has garnered more media and policy attention than have its more neutral foreign-policy
measures, such as its attention to abiding by the Western sanctions against Russia.
More broadly, China’s messaging has amplified fears of a China-Russia alliance. A Pew public
opinion poll published on April 28 about how Americans see China, for instance, reveals that the
top public concern of Americans is the China-Russia partnership. About 62 percent of the
surveyed adults see the relationship as a “serious problem.”42 This compares to about 47 percent
who regard China’s involvement in U.S. politics as problematic.
In much of the Global South, however, China’s messaging about the war has not elicited major
concerns. In contrast, some of China’s official narratives, especially the emphasis on the West
being responsible, have been publicized by high-level officials. In South Africa, for instance,
President Ramaphosa has publicly blamed NATO for the war in Ukraine.43 Brazil’s presidential
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front-runner, Lula de Silva, in a recent interview similarly blamed the U.S. and the EU, as well
as Putin and Zelensky, for inciting the war.44 China’s decision not to condemn Russia for the war
also resonates with many other developing countries that similarly have taken a more neutral
stance, as evidenced by their abstentions in the recent UN resolutions against Russia.
Overall, it appears that China’s pro-Russia propaganda during the Ukraine war has cost it some
soft power in the West, but it has potentially resulted in soft power gains in the Global South. It
remains to be seen whether and how these relative shifts in China’s favorability will shape its
foreign policy in the future. Much depends on how the war progresses and the international
consequences faced by Putin’s regime as a result of its aggression in Ukraine.
Conclusion
China’s official stance of neutrality on the war in Ukraine conflicts with its propaganda
messaging. Its state-media outlets and Foreign Ministry spokespeople have tilted toward Russia
by emphasizing the responsibility of the West in instigating the conflict as well as by prioritizing
Russia’s position and voices in its coverage, while minimizing or downplaying voices from
Ukraine. The externally oriented state-media outlets have featured slightly more balanced
reporting, but they still stress the responsibility of the West and largely skirt the most contentious
stories, such as Russia’s war crimes. These pro-Russia leanings are rooted in larger trends in
official communications about China’s relations with Russia and the United States. As the war
progresses, the messaging might soften slightly, especially in English-language outlets, but it is
unlikely to fundamentally shift considering the sensitivity of this issue and the multifaceted
political pressures placed on official commentators. Thus far, this approach has resonated
domestically and has converged with some elites and publics in the Global South. In the West,
however, China’s pro-Russia propaganda has been interpreted as a threat and a sign of escalation
in the battle between democracies and autocracies.
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